
 
NORTH WEST INDIAN SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 

(NWISA) 
Elections :;::-:= 

 
 

17th March 2022 
 
Nominations were called for the Managing Committee of NWISA for the posts of President (1 post), Secretary 
(1 post), Treasurer (1 post) , Member (10 posts).  
 
After withdrawals till 1000 hrs on 17th March 2022, the names of candidates offering themselves for election is 
given below. The number of  candidates for all posts is the same as the number of posts. Hence all are deemed 
to be elected unanimously. There is no need for any further voting. 
 
President (1 post):  1. Sukhdev Singh  deemed to be elected unanimously 
Secretary (1 post):  1. Manoj Kumar   deemed to be elected unanimously 
Treasurer (1 post):  1. Anupam Bahri  deemed to be elected unanimously 
 
Member (10 posts) deemed to be elected unanimously:  
 

01. Anil Kumar +919419194852 
02. Atinder Pal Kaur +QRSTUUVTUUVR 
03. Bali Bahadur +QRQSRTTXSTXR 
04. Chandan Chauhan +QRQYRSVYZ[Z[ 
05. Jagdish Mehta +QRQYR[QRXZYX 
06. Kewal Krishan +QRQYRSVT[UUY 
07. Manmohan Singh Gill +QRQSRYQ[RQSX 
08. Seema Sehgal +QRQSQUXZ[QZQ 
09. Shakun Sharma +QRQYRQZYRSXT 
10. Shveta Sharma +QRQYRQZSTRXQ 

 
The process for electing a Managing Committee for NWISA for the period ZVZZ-ZY is thus complete.  
 
The Secretary NWISA may now please take back control of the NWISA email id from the Returning Officer which 
had been placed under the control of the  RO for the purpose of this election; reset the password for the 
NWISA email. 
 
Should any constitutional infirmity in the candidature of any of the elected candidates come to light 
subsequent to the elections, the Managing Committee of NWISA could decide to replace that candidate and 
nominate someone to that position.  
 
Recommendation for the General Body of NWISA: 
It is recommended that the General Body of NWISA make a change in the Constitution of NWISA to include the 
possibility of elections through electronic means such as Google Forms. Google Forms has a tried and tested 
app which ensures the conduct of fully anonymous voting by anyone who has an email id. The only pre-
condition would be to register one email id per voter with the NWISA. 
 
 
 

M Rajivlochan 
Returning Officer NWISA Elections ZVZZ-ZY 
Professor, History, Panjab University, Chandigarh 
RUVVRY 

This would be in accordance with the NWISA Constitution. 


